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Dear Parents

To the right, our GCSE pupils are jumping for joy. You
may think this is because it’s the start of the half term
break but it’s not. This is a Year 11 Drama lesson where
pupils do work on characterization and body language.

Last week, our Year 11 pupils were told that GCSE examinations

have been delayed by three weeks. Whilst this was pleasing

news, due to the hard work of all pupils and staff, finishing our

courses on time has never been a concern. Their hard work

during lockdown and revision for exams at the start of the

Academic Year meant our Year 11 pupils are among the most

prepared pupils in the country.

Our school is a happy and vibrant place. Yellow Day confirmed

this and I want to thank Ms Walsh, the Peer Mentors and

everyone else involved for raising money for Young Minds but

also for spreading happiness and reminding us that wellbeing

is everyone’s responsibility.

Activities play an important part in children’s wellbeing and I

was thrilled when we played our first Saturday fixtures of the

term. Win or lose, the most important achievement of that

Saturday was that children were playing sports again. I would

like to thank Pocklington School and we look forward to further

fixtures with them. Of course, I wish parents could have been

there to watch. Whether this was to watch the Year 7s play

their first match representing the school or the Year 9s

continuing their unbeaten run.

On Wednesday I was involved in my own first school game as

the Year 13s played a mixed staff side featuring boarding staff,

Prep School staff, support staff, teachers and sports coaches.

The game highlighted the relationships between pupils and

staff and plans for a rematch are afoot.

Among the many preparations and transitions that were

carried out before the start of term, none were as rigorous and

invasive as the way we served school lunches. Following very

constructive and positive discussions with Holroyd Howe, I can

announce that we are moving away from pack-up lunches after

the half-term break. We are planning a return of our salad bar

and various initiatives, whilst ensuring Covid-safe measures.

Other transitions are taking place right now. Ms Grice has

barely started as Assistant Head Academic yet she has

proposed an informative and constructive way of reporting.

The Attitude to Learning report is a positive way of looking
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at our pupil’s engagement, motivation and intellectual risk-

taking. I am confident this new system will have a positive

impact on your child and their education.

In the Sixth Form, Upper Sixth students have submitted their

Extended Essays. The Extended Essay is a 4,000 word essay that

is diligently researched, referenced and structured. It is on a

topic of the student’s choice and the titles they have chosen are

inspiring. You would expect these essays to be written at degree

level. Our current U6 are amongst the most hard working Year

13 students I have ever worked with and there has been a

significant rise in Oxbridge and leading university applications. I

am looking forward to impressive results this summer.

With their Harvest Festival assemblies and efforts, our Little Owls

and Infants groups have been raising money for the Rainbow

Centre, supporting the 140 families currently under their care. It

highlights what I mentioned earlier: the College is a happy and

caring place. Everyone has had to make adjustments this term.

Right now, for instance, the vast majority of our boarding pupils

are getting ready to spend their half term break at Weaponness

House.

I wish you and your family a wonderful half term break. More

than anything, I wish to express my gratitude to you, the pupils

and all the staff. As far as I understand, minus the fancy dress

and the banana costumes, it is Yellow Day every day at

Scarborough College. The way you have looked after each other

shines through each day and you deserve a glorious half term

break.

Guy Emmett
Headmaster



DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY CELEBRATE LASER CUTTER ARRIVAL

The Design & Technology Department celebrated
the arrival of the latest teaching resource when a
laser cutter got delivered to the College on
Wednesday 7 October.

Head of D&T, Ms Emma Speake, introduced Design

Technology at GCSE level and is enthusiastic about the

prospects of introducing D&T as an IB Subject.

Speaking about the necessity of a laser cutter, Ms

Speake said, ‘Coursework requirements at GCSE state

that practical work, if made, should be completed to

shop quality.’ It is clear that without a laser cutter,

pupils would have struggled to achieve this without

the machine’s accuracy.

Design Technology was taught long before the

introduction of the first National Curriculum in 1989.

The name has since changed and the subject has also

evolved but the aims remain the same: To teach and

guide pupils to becoming practical lifelong learners.

Discussing the safety of what looks an imposing bit of

machinery, Ms Speake says, ‘This machine has been

designed specifically for use in schools. If the extractor

is not turned on, the machine will not start. If the lid is

not closed, it will not fire. Could it cut my hand off?

The answer is a simple no.’

The arrival of the laser cutter should also increase

interest in the subject. According to Ms Speakle, D&T

is often exposed to negative comments questioning

the subject’s value. ‘Take a second to look around

you,’ she says. ‘Most of the things you see around you

and have been designed and made. From the screen

you’re reading this on to stents that are used to treat

narrowed coronary arteries. It’s All Design &

Technology.’

When the question is raised

about what the laser cutter can

actually cut, Ms Speake’s eyes

light up. It would seem that

the possibilities are endless.

Starting with a map of

Scarborough on plywood,

Ms Speake quickly turned to

cork and plastics, before

moving to engraving on a bar

of chocolate.

‘The only limits are your own imagination,’ Ms Speake

says. ‘The projects I enjoy the most are the ones that

slot together and require high levels of Maths to

ensure they work and fit together. My toughest

challenge to date was a ball and socket joint from 2D

cut pieces, which slotted together.’

The next step is to add D&T as an IB subject. Within

the IB Diploma Programme, this subject focuses on

analysis, design development, synthesis and

evaluation. The IB DP outline further states that, ‘The

creative tension between theory and practice is what

characterises design technology within the DP sciences

subject group. Design is listed in Group 4 (Sciences).

‘Pupils can choose Design & Technology towards the

end of their Year 9,’ Ms Speake adds. ‘Of course if

anyone is interested in my subject at GCSE level, they

can approach me. Similarly for anyone interested in

Design in the IB.’



DRAMA DURING COVID

UKMT MATHS OLYMPIAD FOR GIRLS

During the Autumn Term and possibly for a longer time,
Drama is a theoretical subject for many year groups. There
are plenty of challenges to teaching Drama exclusively as a
theoretical subject, as Ms Bee Galway explains.

With the absence of practical lessons for the pupils in Years 7,

8 and 9 during the Autumn Term, Drama has been taught as a

theoretical and creative subject. Pupils have had to adapt to

lessons in Performing Arts without the performing aspect but

as Ms Galway explains, their understanding and support has

been absolutely overwhelming. ‘Their love for learning and

their support has been fantastic,’ Ms Galways says.

The pupils in Year 7 have been making steady progress with

their Directors’ Notebooks whilst also reigniting their love for

fairytale characters. Year 8 are studying Information Media

and writing news broadcasts containing headlines, editorial,

sports and weather reports. Year 9 have been tackling tougher

content, studying Docudrama. Ms Galway says, ‘Looking at

Docudrama, we learn to empathise, understand and appreciate

why documentaries are made and used as a tool for historical

re-enactment. One of the items we have looked at was the

September 11th attacks in New York City and it was incredible

to see the level of maturity the children displayed when

reacting to this.’

Like no other, Ms Galway knows how much the pupils love and

embrace the practical side of drama and it is an aspect of the

subject that is, and will be, sorely missed. ‘I am proud of the

pupils’ resilience,’ Ms Galway says. ‘They really have taken

theoretical research in their stride.’

On Wednesday 7 October, five girls from Years 12 and 13
took part in the UKMT Maths Olympiad for girls.

The Mathematical Olympiad is aimed at talented girls and young

women across the UK and consists of five challenging problems.

From the College, there were five entries. In Year 12, Eve and

and Amina took part; while in Year 13 Andii, Cheng and Ping-An

submitted their papers. Good luck to all involved!

YEAR 13 TAKE ON STAFF IN HOCKEY CLASH

A tightly contested battle ended in a 2 – 1 win for the mixed
staff team, as Year 13s came close.

A scrappy goal by Mr Denton saw the staff go one up just before

half time. George equalized from a very well taken short corner

before Mr Robson superbly converted a deflected shot. The

Year 13s had chances to draw level and Hope, in particular, had

a glorious opportunity saved off the line by Mr Rinke. In the

end, the students ran out of steam and the staff took the spoils

on a glorious sunny day.



YELLOW DAY

By Ms Walsh

On Friday 9 October staff and pupils at Scarborough

College celebrated World Mental Health Day. Pupils

and staff were invited wear something yellow on the

day and some even chose to wear fancy dress – I saw

at least three bananas wandering the corridors! The

whole school glowed with positivity and the yellow

outfits certainly added to the happy atmosphere.

Sixth Form Peer Mentors sent positive and supportive

emails to pupils in Years 7 to 9 and pupils of all ages

contributed to a presentation of Google Slides of

positive messages about mental health, which played

on a loop throughout the day in College reception

(see below).

The point of Yellow Day is to raise awareness of positive

mental health in young people. Pupils donated money to

the charity Young Minds, which is a charity committed to

improving the wellbeing and mental health of children

and young people.

We ended up raising a total of £440 for Young Minds,

which is a fantastic achievement! Thank you to everyone

who supported this day.



LITTLE OWLS HARVEST FESTIVAL

By Ms Walsh

On Friday 9 October staff and pupils at Scarborough

College celebrated World Mental Health Day. Pupils

and staff were invited wear something yellow on the

day and some even chose to wear fancy dress – I saw

at least three bananas wandering the corridors! The

whole school glowed with positivity and the yellow

outfits certainly added to the happy atmosphere.
TEACHER SPOTLIGHT – MS KATIE COOKE, HEAD OF IB



In our second edition of the Teacher Spotlight, we
focus on a core subject and on Mr Vickery, Head of
Maths.

Mr Vickery, please tell us something about yourself.

I have taught Maths for almost 20 years, though I have

done several odd jobs before that as well. Most

recently, I taught at Marlborough College in Malaysia

but before that, I taught at West Buckland, Brunei and

Bahrain. I started my teaching career at Bungay High

School in Suffolk. I am married and I have two children.

Hayden is currently in Year 9 and Lucy is a flight

attendant with British Airways.

You mentioned, ‘odd jobs’

I have done plenty! I have been a landscape gardener, I

have done house clearances for the council and I

worked at American summer camps as a craft &

wilderness counsellor. But in the end I chose maths.

What is it about maths?

I like maths because I enjoy ideas, structures and

concepts. I am not too interested in their outcomes

though. I wasn’t naturally good at maths though. I

think I made myself good. I just believed I was good at

maths.

TEACHER SPOTLIGHT – MR DAN VICKERY, HEAD OF MATHS

A Beautiful Mind or Good Will Hunting?

It’s got to be Good Will Hunting for me. I love the

chalkboard piece as it’s actually quite straightforward

problem and refers to graph theory. A graph is

nothing more than the representation of a network,

describing the relationship between lines and points.

Alan Turing or Isaac Newton?

Always Alan Turing! He is the father of all things

computable, the father of coding and basically the

father of anything that has a microchip in it.

Interestingly, Isaac Newton is said to have developed

the theory of infinitesimal calculus but that’s not been

proven. How much of that was down to Leibniz?

Don’t forget, Newton’s papers do not include proof.

The Riemann Hypothesis or Pi?

Pi is a number. You can find Pi in nature and it’s

interesting but it’s still a number. Riemann’s

hypothesis was put forward at the turn of the 19th

century and remains unsolved. It’s a hypothesis after

all.

Finally, what would you tell someone who
struggles in maths?

I used to have a professor who is now the Vice

Chancellor at Leeds University and he told me that

99% of the time he struggled with maths. 99% Of the

time, he was wrong too; it’s the one percent that

counts. What I make of that is that if you’re not

struggling, you’re not doing it right. It’s maths, your

brain is supposed to hurt. I suffer from brain pain

daily.

EQUESTRIAN SUCCESS

Scarborough College riders enjoyed fantastic success at the Northallerton
Equestrian Centre on 26 and 27 September.

There were some fabulous individual performances, with especially the two

new recruits Harry and Amber performing exceptionally well.

However, The teams in particular really shone through by achieving three

team wins. The 90 team – Erin, Tilly, Lily and Thomas – were the first day’s

standout performance by taking the number one position out of 19 teams.

The team have now qualified for Royal Windsor 2021. The following day the

90 and 100 JWS teams qualified for the National Schools Championships at

Addington in April 2021.


